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Romantic friendships , or raves as they were commonly called, were a common element of the 

culture of girl's schools in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. However, the impact of 

sexologists ' theories served to pathologize and stigmatize these relationships . Muriel Spark was a product 

of the girl's school education in the post-Freudian era. While many scholars have studied The Prime of 

Miss Jean Brodie for its spiritual or moral content, few have discussed the sexuality and lesbian content in 

the novel. This thesis discusses the sexual dynamics of the two main characters, Jean Brodie and Sandy 

Stranger, while taking into account the social , psychological, and biographical influences on Spark' s novel. 

Romantic friendship is a compelling force in the narrative which drives each character in their vacillation 

between loyalty and betrayal. 
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Introduction 

My thesis will focus on what Martha Vicious sees historically as the "increasingly common form" 

of lesbian desire during the early twentieth century, "the romantic friendship," (They Wonder" 438) and 

from this reference point read Muriel Spark's The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie as a lesbian text. It is not my 

intention to 'reveal Ms. Spark as a lesbian nor is it intended to concretely define the sexuality of the 

characters in Spark's novel. This paper will, however, attempt to discuss the sexual dynamics of Jean 

Brodie's relationship with Sandy Stranger, taking into account the social, psychological, and biographical 

influences that touch this novel. This paper will also address Vicious's call: "The years leading up to and 

following World War I need to be studied in far greater depth if we are to understand the process whereby 

women's friendships, and specifically adolescent crushes, came to be seen as dangerous" ("Distance" 228). 

Vicious effectively tracks the historical origins of the "Modem Lesbian Identity" using this 

approach ("They Wonder" 432). She is careful, however, to note that "Lesbian history is in its initial stages 

inhibited both by the suspect nature of the subject and the small number of individuals willing and able to 

pursue half-forgotten, half-destroyed, or half-neglected sources" ("They Wonder" 433). The same could be 

said oftracking the "Modern Lesbian Identity" in literature. From 1928 to 1973, Radclyffe Hall's Stephen 

Gordon, in The Well of Loneliness (1928), was the only high-profile (though suspect) figure in popular 

culture that lesbians could identify with . Stephen Gordon represents one of Martha Vicious's "four 

dominant ways" in which women sought to define their lesbian desire (Vicious, "They Wonder" 436). She 

is the heir apparent to "the Rosa Bonheurs about whom society wondered to which sex they belonged" 

("They Wonder" 440). Vicious carefully notes, however, that lesbian desire historically need not be tied 

exclusively to the cross-dressing "invert" or equally popular images in the heterosexual imagination such as 

"the female warrior," "cross-dressed actresses," "free women" (such as prostitutes, courtesans), or 

"romantic friendship" ("They Wonder" 436-38). Nor should the identification of lesbian desire require 

expression through sexual contact. In her essay "Emily Dickinson's Letters to Sue Gilbert," Lillian 

Faderman illustrates this point by describing the "nature" of the relationship between 



Dickinson and Gilbert: "I believe that Emily Dickinson's love for women, and particularly for Sue Gilbert, 

was homosexual in the same sense that Dante's love for Beatrice is generally considered heterosexual" 

("Emily" 200). While Faderman notes that Dickinson's letters are typical of romantic friendships , she 

emphasizes that Dickinson expressed a love and devotion in her letters to Gilbert that was absent in her 

letters to her male friends . That said, Faderman suggests that despite a lack of physical intimacy between 

the two women, one could easily interpret Dickinson ' s sexuality as homosexual. 

Scholars such as Yicinus and Faderman perceive lesbian desire as extending beyond the straight 

context where genital contact defines one's sexual orientation. If one can accept that as a rule, historically, 

women's sexuality has been repressed, then one can also accept all the more that the straight perspective 

has stifled and limited the expression of lesbian desire. In the forty-five years between the martyrdom of 

Stephen Gordon and vindication by Rita Mae Brown's hero Molly Bolt, in Rubyfruit Jungle (1973), few 

women readily embraced the identity of the sexual invert. The Well of Loneliness was Radcliff Hall ' s 

marriage of her own autobiographical experiences with the theories of sexual inversion by sexologists 

Kraft-Ebing, Havelock Ellis, and Sigmund Freud. In Surpassing the Love of Men, Lillian Faderman 

explains the adverse influence of Freud on the characterization of Stephen Gordon. Freud's work was so 

highly popularized in America in the early twentieth century that, as Faderman explains: 

It would not have been necessary to read Freud's essays ... in order to 
know that love between women was now an indication of childhood 
trauma and arrested development. Writers of popular literature, who 
may or may not have gone back to the original source themselves, 
regurgitated the information for mass delectation. (Surpassing 3 I 5) 

Faderman suggests that this mass dissemination coincided with the wide readership for The Well 

of Loneliness. She writes "There was probably no lesbian in the four decades between 1928 and the late 

1960s .. . who was unfamiliar with The Well of Loneliness (Surpassing 322). Faderman also notes that it 

"was widely used in college abnormal psychology classes, and was the only lesbian novel known to the 

masses" (Surpassing 322). An interesting side-note in Faderman' s work illustrates just how uncomfortable 

the association with the most famous lesbian figure in literature was. Faderman, referring to work done by 

Doris Faber, relates that Lorena Hickock (companion of Eleanor Roosevelt) was careful to "advise against 

carrying The Well of Loneliness around in public" (Surpassing 31 0). 
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Few women, as Faderman suggests, would have felt comforted by the image of Hall's Stephen 

Gordon, regardless of their own unresolved sexuality. The leading experts of their time had indicated that 

the sexual invert was inherently defective; despite the fact that God may have made her that way, she was 

nothing more than a "freak" (Faderman, Surpassing 318-19). 

The identity of the sexual invert was resisted by many closeted lesbians early in the twentieth 

century. But Faderman explains that there was an upside to the popularity of Hall's novel. Its mass 

dissemination and translation may explain what Faderman describes in Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers as 

assumed gertder roles in working class lesbians and the subsequent growth of the working class lesbian 

sub-culture (59). 

The lesbian experience, however, both historically and in literature, is not solely "concerned with 

gender bifurcation" (Whitlock 573). Scholars such as Vicinus argue that "same-sex erotic attraction 

appears to be transhistorical and transcultural" ("They Wonder" 433). For Vicinus, fmding the lesbian in 

history is a cryptographic enterprise, a process of decoding "female sexual desire, and then within 

it . . . same-sex desire" ("They Wonder" 434). The overt sexuality of a Stephen Gordon was the exception 

and not the rule for many women early in the twentieth century who were struggling with their own 

sexuality. Therefore, in looking for the lesbian in the text, one must be inclined to read what is not readily 

seen. As Vicinus notes, "By necessity we need to be sensitive to nuance, masks, secrecy, and the 

unspoken" ("They Wonder" 434). 

The practice of coding seems practically part of a lesbian literary tradition--expressing same-sex 

desire in a variety of ways, as Catherine Stimpson notes: "In some lesbian fiction, the encoding is 

allegorical, a straight forward shift from one set of terms to another. . .. Other acts are more resistant to any 

reading that might wholly reveal, or wholly deny, lesbian eroticism" (366). Indeed, the lesbian literary 

tradition is that of a history of texts which obscures the obvious. Jan Hokenson provides a good example of 

such coding in her essay on Virginia Woolf, Gertrude Stein, Djuna Barnes, and Colette. These writers 

effected a tradition of "disguising" pronouns to thwart "connotations of 'unnaturalness' " (Hokenson 62). 

Hokenson logically suggests that this early tradition of dismantling "heterosexual grammar" set the 

precedent for writers such as Monique Wittig, June Arnold, and Bertha Harris (66-67). 
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Because of this tradition and because historically lesbian desire tends to conceal itself from 

popular imagination and perception, a lesbian reading must exceed the confines of conventional 

interpretation. One should focus on subtleties and symbolism because of the coded nature of early lesbian 

literature. Scholars such as Vicinus and Faderman provide the model for reading a text as "lesbian" 

historically and literally. Women's sexual desire and identity is not limited by whom they sleep with. 

Instead, because women 's sexual history was at least socially repressed at the beginning of the twentieth 

century, it was necessary, and is now necessary, to examine the multiplicity of forms by which women 

expressed same sex desire. These forms more often than not were intangible--spiritual or intellectual, 

rather than expressed in the context of genital contact. Martha Vicinus puts it best: "Our history includes 

teen-age crushes, romantic friendships, Boston marriages, theatrical cross-dressing, passing women, 

bulldykes and prostitutes, butches and femmes, and numerous other identifications which may--and may 

not--include genital sex" ("They Wonder" 434). 

Both Vicinus and Faderman describe contributing factors that assumed that there was an erotic 

dimension of romantic friendship in the thirties. In addition to the mass dissemination of the theories of 

sexologists, Faderman suggests that at least in America, "Romantic friendship had clearly out worn its 

social usefulness as a preventer of illegitimacy" by the 1920s (Odd Girls 89). Also, issues such as 

women' s sexual freedom, falling subsequently under the blanket of the women's movement, became 

" increasingly irrelevant in the face of such competing ideologies as communism and fascism" (Vicinus, 

"They Wonder" 446). 

By the late 1920s anything remotely lesbian must have seemed counterproductive to the parent 

culture 's new-found heterosexual freedom (Faderman, Odd Girls 90). It is no wonder, then, that writing of 

same-sex love between women contained a dark and bitter bent: "depictions of lesbian suicide, self

loathing, hopeless passion, chicanery" (Faderman, Odd Girls I 02). Therefore, the pathetic image of the 

congenital invert was supplanted by the pathetic image of the suicidal lesbian school teacher spinster. 

Stephen Gordon gave way to Lillian Hellman's "Martha Dobie" in The Children's Hour (1934) 

(Faderman, Odd Girls 1 03), a possible precursor to Muriel Spark's Miss Jean Brodie. 
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The Dangerous New Woman 

At first glance, one might easily categorize Muriel Spark's The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie in the 

same genre of schoolgirl novels that had been popular since the late nineteenth century. She might easily 

take her place alongside such vampiric lesbian school mistresses as Clemance Dane's (Winifred Ashton's) 

Clare in Dane's novel Regiment of Women (Faderman, Surpassing 341-42). Spark's novel, however, is 

unique. First, although set in the 1930s, it is written retrospectively, nearly thirty years after the 

autobiographical experiences that inspired the novel. Moreover, Spark leaves the question of villainy 

firmly unresolved. In novels of the same genre, such as Francis Brett Young' s White Ladies (1935) and 

Dorothy Baker's Trio (1943), it is clear that the schoolmistress or would-be mentor acts as a vampire 

preying on the younger student (Faderman, Surpassing 343). In Spark's novel however, Sandy, the would

be victim, turns the tables on her mentor by "betraying" her. By the end of the novel, it is unclear who is 

the victim and who is the vampire. 

The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie is more than "the Sapphic fairy tale" gone wrong (Vicinus, "They 

Wonder" 438). It is a product of Spark's memory and her own unique life experience. An educated 

woman, Spark worked for Sefton Delmer's Foreign Office for the black propaganda Radio Atlantic during 

the late years of World War II (Spark, Curriculum 148). Subsequently, she was able to land writing and 

editing jobs after the war ended. From this perspective Spark saw women come into their own during and 

after the war. The novel is Spark 's attempt to present, as Spark herself puts it, "truth-absolute truth" 

through fiction (Laffin 216). In Curriculum Vitae, her autobiography, Spark illustrates how memory is an 

operative tool in her fiction. In a passage about her grandmother, Spark observes, "Before her stroke I had 

noticed how her memory worked. It came in snatches, vignettes. I was beginning to practise memories 

myself' (Spark, Curriculum 91). Spark, only eleven, began the practicing of memories at the same time 

Miss Christina Kay (the source for the character Jean Brodie) began to have great influence over her life 

(Spark, Curriculum 91). 
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Christina Kay was a "character in search of an author," a figure who from a child's perspective 

must have seemed larger than life (Spark, Curriculum 56). So in terms of authorship, Spark returns in The 

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie to the perception of an eleven-year-old girl. Her own memory of Miss Kay is 

shaped by her own childhood perceptions. This causes no psychic pause or ruptures, no conflicts of 

"orthodoxy" and "decadence," as it may have for Radclyffe Hall or her protagonist Stephen Gordon 

(Whitlock 576-77). Spark has the luxury of omniscience: what is past is past. Sandy need not play victim 

to Jean Brodie as Clemance Dane ' s Alwynne is victimized by Clare, and she doesn't need a superman to 

rescue her (Faderman 342). Sandy asserts herself by the action of betrayal. Spark asserts herself in a 

different way, by writing and processing her own memories and feelings about Christina Kay. Spark 

writes, "I fell into Miss Kay 's hands at the age of eleven. It might well be said that she fell into my hands" 

(Spark, Curriculum 56). 

Miss Christina Kay was not merely fodder for Spark' s pen, but an indomitable figure among other 

women in Spark's early childhood. In her autobiography Spark depicts Christina Kay as the antithesis of 

other female figures that she writes about (her mother, grandmother, and chums). Clearly Kay was in her 

eyes a new kind of woman, whose experience and life were more interesting and romantic than other 

models of women in her childhood. 

The lines of fiction and reality intersect in Miss Kay. Spark's own recollection of her former 

teacher in her autobiography echoes that of her description of Miss Brodie in the novel: 

She was of the generation of clever, academically trained women who 
had lost their sweethearts in the 1914-1918 war. There had been a 
terrible carnage. There were no men to go round. Until we ourselves 
grew up there was a veritable generation of spinsters. (Spark, 
Curriculum 61-62) 

She was alone, merely, in that she taught in a school like Marcia 
Blaine ' s. There were legions of her kind during the nineteen-thirties, 
women from the age of thirty and upward, who crowded their war
bereaved spinster-hood with voyages of discovery into new ideas and 
energetic practices. (Spark, Prime 62) 

By virtue of history, Jean Brodie/Christina Kay is ennobled in Sandy/Muriel's eyes. The condition of 

spinsterhood, for women of this generation, is exceptional in that it has not been chosen. They cannot join 

the ranks of married adult women. The novel reflects an imprinting of Miss Kay on the young mind of 
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Muriel Spark as "not woman"--or at least "not woman" in the conventional sense of Muriel's limited life 

experience. 

In "Suspended Beginnings of Childhood and Nostalgia," Elspeth Probyn notes that "childhood is 

produced as a sustained mode, indeed as a structure of feeling, within some gay and lesbian fiction" (439). 

But Probyn, speaking from a sociological point of view, cautions against reading anecdotal elements of 

childhood narrative as defining moments of desire. For Probyn, such interpretations are the result of 

"pathologizing discourses" that lesbian and gay writers identify in their own childhood narratives ( 450). 

Gay and lesbian narratives where women recall being "tomboys" and men recall being " 'non-athletic and 

less masculine'" are in Probyn ' s view, internalizations of popular discourse. Probyn would prefer reading 

the past as a "Mobius strip" that "refuses depth," where no one incident can be singled out as having been 

the origin of desire ( 462). Probyn suggests that gays and lesbians should "conceive of our beginnings as 

suspended from the moon," instead of reading the past in ways that perpetuate patholigizing discourse of 

the origins of sexuality (483). 

If one' s sexuality is not the result of a defining moment of childhood, then it follows that one's 

sexuality is inherent. But Probyn ' s argument should not negate the obvious. The truth is that for many 

women, that moment of identification, or recognition of a kindred spirit, is the turning point of sexual 

identification . This is the same point Lillian Faderman makes in her essay on Emily Dickinson, remarking, 

" In many cases such a relationship was not 'a rehearsal in girlhood of the great drama of women's life,' but 

rather the most meaningful relationship of that particular woman's life" ("Emily" 208). 

The same can be said of Muriel Spark 's relationship to Christina Kay. It is a relationship that can 

be seen in the same context as Emily Dickinson' s "number of crushes on women teachers" (Faderman, 

"Emily" 209). Faderman cites Dickinson's following description of a preceptress as example: 

She is tall and rather slender, but finely proportioned, has a most 
witching pair of blue eyes - rich brown hair - delicate complexion -
cheeks which vie with the opening rosebud - teeth like pearls - dimples 
which come and go like the ripples in yonder little merry brook - and 
then she is so affectionate and lovely. Forgive my glowing description, 
for you know I am always in love with my teachers. ("Emily" 21 0) 

As for Miss Christina Kay, Muriel Spark was inclined to note that "she entered my imagination 

immediately. I started to write about her even then" (Curriculum 57). Miss Kay offered another option for 

envisioning womanhood, a way of life not confined to traditional gender roles. Through fiction , Spark 
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could examine those feelings from her past--the feelings of affection that a girl has for her teacher. 

Growing up in the post-Freudian era, Spark clearly knows the implications of those feelings. The question 

of Jean Brodie 's sexuality is not naively omitted from the text. Instead, Spark addresses the issue head on: 

"And Sandy thought, too, the woman is an unconscious Lesbian. And many theories from the books of 

psychology categorized Miss Brodie, but failed to obliterate her image from the canvases of one-armed 

Teddy Lloyd" (Prime 176). Spark doesn ' t suppress or obfuscate the possibility of Miss Brodie's lesbian 

sexuality. Instead, her narrative readily suggests its existence. Issues of gender, womanhood, and 

sexuality--a woman's "prime"--are at the core of the novel. 

Spark takes great pains to convey a sense of burgeoning maturation of sexuality during 

adolescence. The novel begins with an image of boys and girls in a schoolyard: "The boys ... stood on the 

far side of their bicycles holding the handlebars, which established a protective fence of bicycle between 

the sexes" (Prime 9). From the beginning, Spark establishes boundaries: the school is "no man's land," a 

world founded " in the middle of the nineteenth century by the wealthy widow of an Edinburgh bookbinder" 

(Prime 11 ). Spark's reference to the Marcia Blaine's founder establishes the context of her narrative. In 

the mid-nineteenth century, female romantic friendships were in their heyday. 

References to mid-nineteenth century widows whose "manly" portraits adorn the halls of Marcia 

Blaine' s Day School are not accidental--and manly-looking, independent women are suspect. The 

influence of the earlier system of the all-girl boarding school where romantic friendships were likely to 

flourish (as Vicinus notes, "Friendships, therefore, frequently became the arena in which a young woman 

fought for independence from her family") is minimized by the beginning of the twentieth century 

("Distance" 214). The power of the school as a female dominated "family" outside the traditional 

heterosexual family structure is tamed in Spark 's narrative; Marcia Blaine' s is only a day school. 

Jean Brodie, as well as Muriel Spark' s own Christina Kay, were certainly products of earlier 

institutions more inclined to promote and tolerate romantic friendships between women. In Curriculum 

Vitae Spark notes: " I would put her age at about fifty in my memory" (61), which correlates historically 

with Vicinus ' observations that, "by 1900 such schools and colleges became the model for middle- and 

upper-class girl's education in England and America" ("Distance" 214). Miss Kay, as well as her fictional 

counterpart, would have spent her schoolgirl days during the pinnacle of success of the all-girl boarding 
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school--well before, as Lillian Faderman has suggested, the sexologists' theories snuffed out their "Last 

Breath of Innocence" (Surpassing 297). Spark carefully sets Jean Brodie apart from the other teachers at 

Blaine's--not merely by her willfulness but by her physical appearance. Spark depicts her as a gladiator or 

Caesar whose "dark Roman profile" distinguishes her from other female teachers by her androgyny and 

virility. The "suspicious" Miss Brodie is in one sense a sex symbol for the girls in the Brodie set, and their 

powerful vision of her includes a masculine aura of assertiveness. In every way Jean Brodie is the answer 

to what Vicinus observes as a move underground for lesbians in the 1930s: "Our only evidence of her 

public role ·is fleeting references in popular psychology books--like Krafft-Ebing--labeling her as 

dangerously independent" (Vicinus, "They Wonder" 446). Spark's depiction of Miss Brodie as "dark," 

"powerful," and "independent" is telling; as for "the girls," they would follow "dangerous Miss Brodie" 

anywhere (Spark, Prime 17). 
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Tyrannical Lesbians and Other Readings 

Keeping the historical contents as just discussed in mind, as well as reading from a lesbian 

perspective, one must re-evaluate what has been written on The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie. At one end of 

the spectrum, there are readings that avoid any discussion of sexuality; at the other end of the spectrum are 

gratuitous readings of sexuality that dilute the fictional intent of the novel. Ann L. Bower' s "Tyranny, 

Telling, Learning: Teaching The Female Student" presents a perfect example of the former. Bower's 

reading focuses more on the morality of the characters ' actions than on any psychological or sociological 

factors that motivate those actions. For Bower, Brodie is nothing more than an "egotistical schoolteacher 

whose personal influence contributes little of lasting positive value to her pupils and, in fact, pushes one 

student to sexual experimentation and uneasy religious conversion and another to her death" (38) . This 

narrow interpretation of Miss Brodie as simply a villain ignores the socio-historical context of the novel, as 

well as the elements of nostalgia and the sentimental that co-exist with its darker aspects. The little girls in 

one sense really do "love" Miss Brodie with all the passion that pre-adolescent girls often focus on their 

heroes, and Brodie loves her "girls," for she devotes her life to them. Bower also negates the fact that 

Brodie becomes a martyr-like figure in the memories of the girls--Mary MacGregor, the social scapegoat of 

the Brodie set, recalls on one occasion of real misery in her adulthood "that the first years with Miss 

Brodie .. . had been the happiest of her life" (Spark, Prime 23-24). Eunice Gardiner, the acrobat and "comic

relief' of the group, thinks of Brodie "twenty-eight years after" and tells her husband that "I must take 

flowers to her grave"; she regards the context of Brodie ' s early retirement and the betrayal as "a tragedy" 

(Spark, Prime 40-41 ). Even Sandy Stranger, Brodie ' s Judas, concedes years later that "Oh, she was quite 

an innocent in her way" (Spark, Prime 186). 

Bower compares Jean Brodie to the sadistic professor in Eugene Ionesco's one-act play, The 

Lesson. She argues that the dynamics of some teacher-student relationships hinge on a power play. In the 

case of Ionesco' s play, the professor seeks total submission of the student, which Bower argues validates 

"his own existence, as professor, as male, as authority" (38). Ultimately, Bower sees the play as anti-
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feminist; it ends with the knifing or "penetration" of the female student and with what Bower calls "a 

clearly ejaculative shudder running through his body" (39). Clearly Bower picks up on the obvious 

sexuality and the sexual power-dynamic that runs undercurrent in the schoolgirVmentor scenario in 

lonesco. She completely misses the same dynamic in Spark's novel, however Bower's interpretation only 

reads the sexuality of the novel as "counting" in heterosexual terms. Furthermore, Bower argues that 

Brodie's death by an "internal growth" is ironic in that Brodie (unlike the girls?) hasn't grown at all (42). 

However, Martha Vicinus would argue that this is precisely what happens in the course of 

schoolgirl!m·entor relationship. Little girls eventually grow up, and teachers, or rather memories, remain 

static. Jean Brodie will always be "the brave and indominantable Caesar" to Sandy, just as Miss Christina 

Kay will always be "that character in search of a novel" in the mind's eye of Muriel Spark. 

In contrast, Patricia Juliana Smith ' s article " 'And l Wonder If She Might Kiss Me' : Lesbian 

Panic As Narrative Strategy In British Women 's Fictions" ungraciously regards The Prime Of Miss Jean 

Brodie as merely a contrived narrative easily performed by any second-rate novelist. Smith explains "fear 

of loss of identity and value as object of exchange, often combined with the fear of responsibility for one's 

own sexuality, is a characteristic response (to lesbianism); and it is precisely in such fears that lesbian panic 

arises" (572). Smith notes a trend--that in the narratives she examines, the protagonist is ultimately 

"subsumed into institutional heterosexuality" or "annihilated" so as to resolve lesbian conflict (573). This, 

she explains, results from the fact that lesbianism is not readily part of "the narrative conventions that have 

historically informed female-authored texts" (Smith 573). Thus the presence of lesbian sexuality or the 

lesbian provides instantaneous narrative conflict that is easily resolved and usually "accomplished through 

the agency of lesbian panic," for example, fears of one' s own lesbianism resulting in violent reaction (573). 

Smith argues that Sandy Stranger, alarmed or awakened to her lesbianism by Jean Brodie, sets out to 

destroy Brodie and to annihilate herself. And indeed one can argue that at the conclusion of the novel, 

Sandy has only moved from one heterosexually acceptable homosocial environment to another, from a 

girl's school to a nunnery. In addition, she becomes what Brodie had hoped for all of her girls, one of the 

' creme de Ia creme'--"Sister Helena of the Transfiguration," a renowned enigma who receives "choice 

visitors, the psychologists and the Catholic seekers, and the higher journalist ladies and the academics who 

want to question her about her odd psychological treatise on the nature of moral perception, called 'The 
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Transfiguration of the Commonplace'" (Spark, Prime 52-53). But neither Sandy nor Brodie is annihilated, 

though Sandy is seen as a prisoner of Brodie's influence or of her own personal secrets, constantly 

"clutching the bars" of the grille. Spark's narrative suggests what lies beneath the surface: that both Sandy 

and Brodie are "unconscious lesbians." Smith's argument that the destruction of the 'dangerous' female 

character fulfills "the narrative ideologies of institutional heterosexuality" just doesn ' t apply in the case of 

Spark's novel. Spark's narrative examines the "truth" --the truth of memory, of first love, of an adolescent 

girl's psyche and sexuality bending and reacting to the influence of a woman who on some level is greatly 

admired and adored. If spinsterhood and religious chastity conform to heterosexual expectation, then 

Spark's novel merely echoes accommodations that were applicable in real life. Sandy need not subject 

herself to the label "lesbian." She assumes the chaste habit of a nun. It is preferable to become a religious 

figure, one who can examine morality hypothetically rather than up close. Sandy becomes Sister Helena, 

who not surprisingly writes a psychological treatise on moral perception. 

Smith rightly sees Brodie as a "woman outside the structures of institutional heterosexuality" 

(578). But her argument that Brodie "inflates" her exchange value by her elusiveness to both Teddy Lloyd 

and Gordon Lowther completely ignores Brodie's "renunciation": the great love of her life is her girls 

(Smith 578). Smith's vision of Brodie and Sandy as co-conspirators who engage in men-swapping misses 

one of the most obvious of the lesbian cues in the novel. Sandy's sexual encounter with Teddy Lloyd is 

merely a substitute for an act of sexual intimacy with Jean Brodie. Smith comes closer to the mark in her 

discussion of Beryl Bainbridge' s novel Harriet Said, defming "the narrator's virgin sacrifice to Mr. Biggs is 

in effect a surrogated act of love for Harriet" (591). But Smith fails to see the same surrogate act of love in 

Spark. Smith notes: "breakdowns in the relationships between the women characters ... create the 

conditions for lesbian panic" (578). Sandy's liaison with Teddy Lloyd is nothing less than virgin sacrifice-

in the extremist sense, a total communion with Miss Brodie. "The more she discovered him to be still in 

love with Jean Brodie, the more she was curious about the mind that loved the woman. By the end of the 

year it happened that she quite lost interest in the man himself, but was deeply absorbed in his mind" 

(Prime 180). 

Sandy' s affair with Teddy Lloyd is an exercise in mutual triangulated obsession. The fringe 

benefit is that Sandy extracts "his religion as a pith from a husk" (Spark, Prime 180). Thus, Sandy' s 
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initiation into heterosexuality provides her with the means of circumventing it. In the end, she cloisters 

herself within the church--like the girls' school, an area exempt from conformity to heterosexual society. 

Brodie represents one form of existence outside the social norm. She is the devout spinster schoolteacher, 

sexualized to her would-be suitors though never completely subsumed into the fmal stages of heterosexual 

convention: marriage, mother, housewife. She is never matronized. By contrast, Sandy becomes the 

social equivalent of the institutional virgin-she is married to God, a mother of ideas, a wardeness of the 

church. Brodie chooses one homosocial environment, Sandy another. 

Further study of Spark's novel indicates that the characterization of Sandy and Jean Brodie is no 

clash of good and evil. Sandy's betrayal is not reactionary or born out of self-righteousness. According to 

Karl Malkoff, Spark's novel confronts "the real source of difficulty; the dark moral heart of man" (30). If 

this is true and we agree with Malkoff, then in what context should one read the lesbian references as they 

relate to morality? Brodie may well lack a moral compass, but this is not what Sandy must put a stop to. 

Sandy's insight to Miss Mackay--"you won't be able to pin her down on sex"--is telling (Spark, Prime 

182). Sandy instead offers Brodie's politics, her fascism, as evidence for her dismissal. On a moral 

spectrum, Brodie's fashionable fascism is less offensive than her moral transgression in the girls' personal 

lives, and in particular her preoccupation with Rose's sexuality. But for Sandy, politics is the easiest and 

most obvious reason for Brodie's disposal. Sex, on the other hand, complicates the matter. If Sandy 

implicates Brodie on sex, then she would have to implicate herself. She would reveal herself as an 

accomplice in Brodie's master plan. Malkoff notes that "it is on the improbable similarity of Sandy to her 

mentor that this novel centers" (32). Further in his discussion, he concludes that "Sandy does in fact brood 

continuously on Miss Brodie .. . sexually, at least for a time, Sandy becomes Miss Brodie" (Malkoff33). 

Other scholars have noted the significance of the sexual interplay of the novel, but have stopped 

short of reading that interplay in a lesbian context. Ann Asworth's "The Betrayal of the Mentor in The 

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" sees Sandy's betrayal as a simple progression ofthe relationship between pupil 

and mentor, acts ranging from the "cold and calculable" to "the accidental" divulging of "the damning 

secret" (37). Sandy's betrayal, in this reading, is nothing more than the severing of the bond between 

mentor and pupil, a point of "initiation or individuation," the moment of autonomous self-expression 

(Ashworth 37). For Ashworth, Jean Brodie truly is "quite an innocent in her own way" (Spark, Prime 186). 
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She is an amalgam of Calvinist elitism and pagan sensuality. Ashworth perceives her as "tapping" 

potential "heroines" and confidants while simultaneously initiating the girls in her own idealized feminist 

cult: "they receive instruction, friendship, and ' sacred food,' tea with cream and honey, in a communal 

meal. . . that suggests the presence of the archetypal maternal goddess Demeter" (39). 

Ashworth concludes that Jean Brodie "clearly envies possible rivals with her only friends, the 

girls" ( 41 ). Her dedication to "her" girls supercedes her romantic interest in Gordon Lowther and Teddy 

Lloyd. Other women, namely Miss Mackay and Miss Lockhart, either interfere with her influence over the 

girls or directly compete for their attention. Jean Brodie, therefore, is a feminist of a different cut. She is 

the antithesis of Marcia Blaine 's founder, whose "manly portrait" peers watchfully over the proceedings of 

the school (Spark, Prime II). Brodie lives in open defiance of any suppression of feminine sexuality. 

Ashworth argues that Brodie rejects the feminism of her day because the women talk "man-to-man" (41). 

Miss Brodie is a feminist, but not of the "manly" persuasion. Her feminist elect consists of only beautiful 

and dedicated women: Joan of Arc, Anna Pavlova, Sybil Thorndike, women who represent the ideals that 

Brodie holds most dear--"Goodness, Truth and Beauty" (Spark, Prime 17). It is into this doctrine that 

Brodie initiates the girls. 

Margaret Moan Rowe touches on sensual initiation between Brodie and her girls, an aspect that 

inevitably drives the girls from passive recipient to the mutual keeping of secrets: [in "The Mountain 

Eyrie"] and other texts, Sandy and Jenny give lurid life to the 'sensual presences ' that Brodie shares with 

her students" (172). The novel begins with Brodie 's sharing of small intimate details of her life: the loss of 

the mythic Hugh Carruthers, holidays to Rome, troubles with her superiors. These intimations are always 

made against the communal backdrop: having tea, strolling through Edinburgh, attending theatres and 

museums. This is a process of communion whereby Brodie shares forbidden fruit: contraband, apples, 

and illicit details of her personal life. This process intersects with the ripening adolescence of the Brodie 

set. In a sense Jean Brodie 's prime, her "Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness," parallels that of the 

girls ' own awakening sexuality (Spark, Prime 20). Sandy becomes Brodie' s most devoted initiate. As 

Rowe suggests, "the minimal detachment" collapses and Sandy "moves from viewer and recorder to actor 

in the strange scenario shaped by Jean Brodie" (172). Sandy 's preoccupation with Jean Brodie grows 

obsessive. The other girls move on and experience the growing pains of adolescence and find ways in 
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which to develop their own identity. Eunice becomes involved with her church, Jenny with the cinema and 

theatre, and Rose, fascinated with machinery but oblivious to sexual fantasy, enjoys the attention of teenage 

boys. Eventually all the girls, save Sandy, outgrow any long-lasting Brodie-effect. Though they may have 

fond memories, most, in their adulthood, regard her as silly. Sandy is the only one of the Brodie set to 

point directly back to Miss Brodie as a "main influence" (Spark, Prime 186). Sandy's fascination with 

Brodie is more than a fleeting adolescent crush. Indeed, as Rowe puts it, "Sandy's most erotic feelings are 

directed toward her love-hate for Jean Brodie" (173). In some sense, Sandy's inevitable psychosexual 

development begins and ends with Jean Brodie, leaving her with the only solution of retreat into another 

homosocial environment. If one agrees, as Velma Richmond suggests, that "indiscriminate sexuality" is of 

particular interest to Spark in her novels (83), then Jean Brodie's connection with her girls encompasses the 

boundaries of simple initiation into the cult of womanhood, from formless pre-pubescent to fully developed 

sexuality. She is not Demeter, as Rowe suggests, but an amalgam of Aphrodite and Artemis, a twentieth

century amazon, seeking only the truly dedicated: "You must all grow up to be dedicated women as I have 

dedicated myself to you" (93). 

In the most extensive discussion of sexuality in the novel, Gerry Laffin's "Portrait of the Artist as 

a Young Girl" notes many of the characteristics described by Vicinus and Faderman as typifying a 

schoolgirl crush. Yet, like other critics of this novel, he stops short of addressing issues of conscious or 

unconscious lesbianism in the text. Sandy's actions and obsessions are read through a heterosexual 

context. Laffin's assertion that Brodie ultimately desires "to live vicariously in the adulterous relationship 

between Rose Stanley and Teddy Lloyd" assumes that her driving motivation is the consummation of the 

great love of her life (218). It can just as easily be argued that Brodie is driven by her need to be the 

catalyst, or responsible party, for Rose's sexual awakening, the axis of penultimate moments in the young 

girl's lives, the cause and creator of all things, a Goddess although imperfect, or rather, an imperfect God, 

"the God of Calvin" (Spark, Prime 176). There is evidence within the text that Brodie is not only aware of 

Rose's sexuality but drawn to it: "Rose, who later, while still in her teens, was to provoke Miss Brodie's 

amazement and then her awe and finally her abounding enthusiasm for the role which Rose then appeared 

to be enacting" (57). As the girls mature, Spark subtly alludes to Brodie's approval of Rose's budding 

sexuality. As time goes on, Brodie more openly expresses these sentiments: "As she turned, Miss Brodie 
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put her arm round Rose's shoulder ... as if she and Rose were one" (Prime 103). Sandy notices "she looked 

at Rose in a special way" after learning that Teddy Lloyd has dubbed her "you with the profile" (Prime 

118). 

Laffin also interprets Sandy's "fictions" about Brodie as embodying Sandy's own vicarious 

fantasies. If Brodie is "corrupted by the rhetoric of romance, Sandy Stranger [is]. . . equally corrupted by 

the sleazy rhetoric of post-Victorian journalese" (Laffin 220). Ironically Sandy's fiction, 'The Mountain 

Eyrie,' the true romantic account of Jean Brodie and Hugh Carruthers, is based on recollections either 

completely 'Concocted or at the very least heavily embellished by Jean Brodie herself. And Sandy' s 

narratives become base or "sleazy" only after she meets Sgt. Anne Grey, the smart young police officer 

who questions Jenny after Jenny's encounter with a flasher. Sgt. Grey acts as the archetypal sexual police 

of Sandy's psyche. The act of committing fantasy to paper is merely the first step in realizing fantasy in 

fact: shaping fantasy to fulfill an obsession. By inserting themselves in the narrative ' The Mountain 

Eyrie,' Jenny and more notably Sandy assume roles in Brodie's romantic and personal history. They 

become part of the romantic union while establishing, if only in the context of fantasy, intimacy with Jean 

Brodie. Laffin also touches on the Freudian burial of the manuscript (an incident that Spark admits she 

really did enact as a child), a gesture that Laffin sees as not abandonment of "preadolescent fantasies" but 

as precursor for "another fiction , a fiction that she subsequently acts upon" (220). Sandy's betrayal is an 

inevitable passage from latency, a Freudian melodrama. Brodie is killed and Sandy marries the father in 

Freud ' s Elektra paradigm--Teddy Lloyd. Lloyd, however, is of lesser value to Sandy than that part of him 

which she desires to possess, his religion . 

Laffin's reading does not allow for the numerous elements of sentimentality and emotion that 

thickly embroider the text. For most of her students, Jean Brodie is the "brave," "dangerous," "heroic," and 

"beautiful" Miss Brodie. Even after Sandy realizes Brodie ' s plans for Rose and her, she still maintains a 

strange albeit tenuous affection for the woman: 

Sandy felt warmly towards Miss Brodie at these times when she saw 
how she was misled in her idea of Rose. It was then that Miss Brodie 
looked beautiful and fragile, just as dark heavy Edinburgh itself could 
suddenly be changed into a floating city when the light was a special 
pearly white and fell upon one of the gracefully fashioned 
streets ... . Miss Brodie ' s brown eyes were fixed on the clouds, she 
looked quite beautiful and frail, and it occurred to Sandy that she had 
possibly renounced Teddy Lloyd only because she was aware that she 
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could not keep up this beauty; it was a quality in her that came and 
went. ( 162, 166) 

While Sandy may despise Brodie 's morals and fmd her fascist attitudes reprehensible, it is not 

solely on this basis that Sandy betrays her. Brodie ' s greatest affront is that she has lived past her prime. 

There are two specific examples in the novel where this transition of feeling has obviously taken place in 

Sandy Stranger is dramatized. The first occurs when the identity of Brodie ' s betrayer is revealed: " It is 

seven years, thought Sandy, since I betrayed this tiresome woman . What does she mean by 'betray? ' She 

was looking at the hills as if to see there the first and unbetrayable Miss Brodie, indifferent to criticism as a 

crag" (89). Sandy may hate Brodie ' s misguided politics or naturally resent and rebel over her dictatorial 

insistence on submission to her ego and authority. Yet none of these things can ever erase those nascent 

childhood perceptions of the once brave, dangerous, heroic, and beautiful Miss Brodie. In her own way, 

Brodie is someone to be admired because of her ego and indifference to criticism; as Sandy first knows her, 

she is a woman set in stone, defiant, permanent. 

The second indication of Sandy's transition of feeling, this perception of the once perfect Brodie 

as flawed, occurs toward the end of the novel, prior to Spark 's depiction of the betrayal scene between 

Sandy and Miss McKay. Here again, as in the first example, Spark's external narrator alludes to this 

transition in Sandy Stranger: "She thought of Miss Brodie eight years ago sitting under the elm tree telling 

her first simple love story and wondered to what extent it was Miss Brodie who had developed 

complications throughout the years, and to what extent it was her own conception of Miss Brodie that had 

changed" (Spark, Prime 175). 

It is as if Spark brackets all other elements within the novel, and in particular the displaced 

climactic element in the novel (Brodie's betrayal), with the matter-of-fact observation that yes, Sandy loves 

or did love Miss Brodie. Those feelings of love change, however, or become "complicated." Although 

Sandy Stranger may not be sentimental about people, places, or things, it can certainly be argued that 

Muriel Spark is. In her autobiography she writes, "It was sixty years ago. The average age of these high-

spirited and intelligent men and women who taught us was about forty; they were in their prime. I cannot 

believe they are nearly all gone, past and over, gone to their graves, so vivid are they in memory, one and 

all" (Spark, Curriculum 76). 
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Sandy's betrayal should not be considered as essentially compelled by her own deep sense of 

morality, a reaction to Brodie's dictatorial nature. If Sandy is putting a stop to her, it is because of Brodie's 

personal influence on Sandy, not because she has corrupted another girl with her politics. There are 

numerous textual references to positive descriptions heaped on Jean Brodie's character. Adjectives, such 

as "adorable," "beautiful," and "brave" imply how the girls regard Brodie collectively. Reading Brodie in 

the broader context as a one-dimensional dictator slights the more intimate relationship between Brodie and 

Sandy and completely dismisses Spark's key inspiration for the novel, Miss Christina Kay. 
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The Sapphic Fairy Tale 

According to her autobiography, Spark drew much of the character of Jean Brodie from her own 

childhood experience with Christina Kay. I would like to discuss the novel in the context of the culture 

described by Vicinus and Faderman--English boarding school friendships. It is my hope that a chapter on 

the all-girls'· boarding school will generate discussion beyond the boundaries of the usual commentary on 

the characters' moral or spiritual motivations and form a context to clarify ambiguous references about 

gender confusion, latency, and lesbianism in the text. 

As mentioned earlier in this paper, female romantic relationships came under suspicion at or 

around the turn of the twentieth century. What began in the late eighteenth century as a system of "small, 

family-style" finishing schools for young women had evolved into larger boarding schools, which "created 

a new set of psychological demands for the adolescent" (Vicinus, "Distance" 214). While the earlier 

system (lasting until the I 850s) prepared girls for "marriageability" and dedication to their expected roles 

as wives and mothers, the new system "changed an emphasis on private duty and renunciation into a more 

publicly oriented ethic of service and discipline" (Vicinus, "Distance" 214). During this transition period, 

romantic female friendships flourished under different motives which served society in a more 

industrialized economy. 

In the earlier stages of the English boarding school educational system, girls often sought close 

ties with another girl out of a need for companionship--with her time at school was her first exposure to 

the world outside her own home. Vicinus explains that both the schools and families encouraged these 

friendships, quoting the following statement from a nineteenth-century parent's guide: "Perhaps not even 

her acceptance of a lover is a more important era in the life of a young girl than her first serious choice of 

a friend" ("Distance" 2 I 4). Faderman suggests that "the notion of a deeply felt same-sex 

friendship . .. was casually accepted in nineteenth-century society" and suggests too that the relationship 

was so common in the era that it was romanticized in popular fiction ("Emily" 208). She points out that 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, in the novel Kavanagh, remarks that "It was, so to speak, a rehearsal in 
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girlhood of the great drama of a woman's life" (Faderman, "Emily" 207-208). As mentioned earlier, 

close friendship offered a kind of transference of affection until the girl is duly betrothed; it might even 

help a girl extend her social ties in pursuit of marriage. Vicinus points out, however, that these 

relationships were carefully guarded so as not to eclipse the girl's greatest obligation, which was to her 

family ("Distance" 214). 

Reforms in women's education began in the 1850s that would meet the new demands "of an 

expanding industrial and imperialist economy" (Vicinus, "Distance" 214). Girls were groomed in 

anticipation · of fulfilling a more public space than just the domestic sphere, and students were expected to 

enter "the public worlds of teaching, medicine, philanthropy, and community service and to relate to others 

on the basis of shared professional concerns or principles rather than personal feelings" (Vicinus, 

"Distance" 214). The student could express individuality but was mindful of"the corporate life and values 

of the school" (Vicinus, "Distance" 215). In this way, a girl related to women ' s new public space (merely a 

reflection of the traditional domestic roles turned outward on public domain) and "was redefmed as part of 

a public ethos" (215). Such burgeoning expectations, an awareness by the student that she was in some 

sense preparing for a life of public duty, resulted in the student's private need for intimacy, "the desire for 

closeness, for a special, cherished friend" (Vicinus, "Distance" 215). This new group consciousness and 

greater public expectations required what Vicinus calls "an assertion of selfhood--through personal 

friendships" ("Distance" 215). The focus at school on the "group," was balanced by the cultivation of a 

single intimate friendship. Close romantic attachments between girls continued much as they had in the 

earlier years of the boarding school system (Vic in us, "Distance" 215). The locus of a young girl's desire 

changed, however, due to this new emphasis on rising to expectations of public duty. These expectations 

logically dictated that students would often form strong emotional attachments "for an older, publicly 

successful woman" (Vicinus, "Distance" 213). What began as a conscientious and psychologically benign 

attempt at modeling desired behavior eventually "encouraged the intense and erotically charged crush on an 

older and more experienced student or teacher" (Vicinus, "Distance" 215). 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, this behavior is mirrored in the popular culture of the 

era. Vicinus notes a multiplicity of slang terms to describe the " ' crush' : 'rave,' 'spoon,' 'pash' (for 

passion), 'smash,' 'gonage' (for gone on), or 'flame' " ("Distance" 215). Lillian Faderman relates that in 
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the novel We Sing Diana, by Wanda Fraiken Neff, the protagonist observes (in 1913) that crushes were 

very common at her college: one very popular woman teacher is referred to as "The Freshman Disease." 

Yet by 1920 (when Neffs heroine returns to college) attitudes have become infused with "Freudian 

vocabulary" (Surpassing 299). 

Prior to this shift in perception, however, the crush or rave became a common component of life at 

school (Vicinus, "Distance" 215). Most teachers and headmistresses accepted the behavior as long as the 

ravee's passion and devotion served the needs of the school. When a rave conflicted with a girl 's 

obligations ·to her family or impeded her progress in the school, however, it was "root[ed] out with 

unhesitating courage and unwavering will" (Vicinus, "Distance" 226 ). In those instances when raves 

seemed to reach epidemic proportion, measures were taken to ensure discipline and maintain decorum. As 

an example, Vicinus offers Rachel Davis's Four Miss Pinkertons, in which the head mistress Penelope 

Lawrence instructs the games captain to give a short lecture on the ills of raves ("Distance" 220). The 

lecture "temporarily" chastens the students but in the end only serves to inflame affections for the particular 

girl even more (Vicinus, "Distance" 220). Vicinus gives another example: Olive Willis, the head of Down 

House, instructed another teacher to write a play satirizing raves for the edification of the student body. 

The play would show the girls the "immaturity" of their behavior (Vicinus, "Distance" 226). 

Despite their prevalence and emotional intensity, raves were never really perceived by the popular 

media in a sexual context until the advent of Freud and the "sexologists" (Vicinus, "Distance" 226-27). 

However, even though these theories had become widely known by the 1930s, the rave itself was still 

viewed clinically, as a transient phase of a girl ' s sexuality. In effect, raves were normal and expected, 

given the tender age of the ravee and the homosocial environment in which she lived. As the girl grew up 

and was introduced to a social atmosphere outside the homosocial realm, these emotional fixations eroded 

and her real and mature emotional obligations (to family, husband, community) became stronger, as the girl 

redirected her devotion and commitment. Vicinus also notes that sexologists ' labels initially had little 

impact on these crushes, citing the advent of Girl Guides and the popularity of Angela Brazil's novels as 

evidence of this fact. The first thirty years of the twentieth century, Vicinus states "were the heyday of the 

school-girl story" ("Distance" 228). 
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Marcia Blaine' s: New School vs. Old School 

Whether conscious of it or not, Spark's novel reflects the changes in the educational system during 

the twentieth century, as well as changes in social attitudes. It should be emphasized that Muriel Spark is 

herself a product of this reformed educational system with its emphasis on public duty, denial of self, and 

limited permission of affection between teacher and student. Also, the novel, published in 1961, should be 

read as a narrative amalgam of childhood perceptions filtered through post-Freudian eyes. Jean Brodie 

exists in juxtaposition ofthe old and the new. Ifthe sisters' Kerr are representative of an older system with 

emphasis on "social skills and a little French and music" (as well as sewing), and Miss Mackay and Miss 

Lockhart are representative of the new, with emphasis on "graded learning, organized sports, regular 

examinations, and trained teachers," then Miss Jean Brodie exists outside both these accepted realms 

(Vicinus, "Distance" 214). 

The rave relationship differed very little from heterosexual love. One could hardly tell the 

difference in terms of intensity, loyalty, and expression: but desire took on a spiritual premise that "masked 

personal desires" (Vicinus, "Distance" 213). Love for a rave was elevated above the context ofthe prurient 

or physical. For the New Woman, emotionality or histrionics were considered vices; expression was found 

"on the altar of public duty" (Vicinus, "Distance" 216). 

There are numerous references to this kind of altruism and self-dedication in the text. Marcia 

Blaine's implied motto from Proverbs 31:10, "0 where shall I find a virtuous women, for her price is above 

rubies," as well as the founders' admiration for Garibaldi, indicates the prevailing attitudes of these 

institutions; girls were expected to become virtuous revolutionaries and reformers. Jean Brodie is 

apparently a disciple of this ethos as well. It is not enough that her set pass their examinations; they must 

excel to the status of ' the creme de Ia creme. ' Her expectations show her heavy romanticism: Eunice is to 

become "a pioneer missionary," Rose a great lover, and Sandy a great spy. Under Brodie's guidance, the 

girls revere famous women with huge egos, artistic temperament, and revolutionary instincts--rebels nature 

such as Anna Pavlova and Joan of Arc. For most of her prime, Jean Brodie works to this end, but with only 
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moderate success. Eunice becomes a nurse, Rose makes a good marriage, and ironically, within a circle of 

academics, psychologists, and Catholic-seekers, the one girl who betrays her truly rises to the level of 

' creme de Ia creme' because of her insightful "treatise on the nature of moral perception" (Spark, Prime 

53). 

Throughout the novel, Brodie constantly presents her own life choices as representative of the 

conduct expected of the girls . Spark seems to leave open the question of whether the girls are her life's 

vocation by choice or out of necessity. Her renunciation can be read pejoratively as a case of sour grapes: 

Jean Brodie, a woman of excessive ego and "excessive lack of guilt," ill-uses the girls to fill the 

multiplicity of voids in her life at middle-age; they are potential children to her maternal instinct, 

extensions of her continued career success, and vicarious sexual vessels for her unconsummated love. 

Read in this light, Jean Brodie is nothing more than a hypocrite, morally degenerate to the core in spite of 

all her assumed propriety as an Edinburgh spinster. If Brodie fmds no great sin in sleeping with Gordon 

Lowther, then it is doubtful that her sole motivation for renouncing Teddy Lloyd is the fact that he is 

"married" (Spark, Prime 83). It is more likely that her renunciation of Mr. Lowther is sincere and for the 

"sake" of her girls (Spark, Prime 39). Brodie's bond with her girls ultimately brings more fulfillment than 

either the prospect of marrying Gordon Lowther or the forbidden passion of a love affair with Teddy Lloyd. 

Thus, when she declares to Sandy that "We [she and Teddy Lloyd] never became lovers, not even after you 

left Edinburgh, when the temptation was strongest," her word must be taken at face value (Spark, Prime 

82). Clearly the love and fellowship she feels is hers with the Brodie set far exceeds anything Teddy Lloyd 

has to offer. As Monica Douglas, logician of the Brodie set, observes: "it was a real renunciation in a 

way" (Spark, Prime 178). One must concede, as does Sandy, that in the end Brodie ' s talk of renunciation is 

not a "joke" (Spark, Prime 178). Brodie merely perpetuates the tradition of kindred spirits, an 

indoctrination or manner of courtship of young girls, to the sublime spiritual love and mutual dedication 

that she herself once experienced as student or ravee. 

It should be noted that raves were not merely the internal fantasies of an adolescent for a favorite 

prefect or teacher. Raving was an interactive process whereby the student found reciprocation "largely 

through symbolic acts and symbolic conversations" (Vicinus, "Distance" 217). Although the emotions a 

girl felt for her rave could be intense or in some cases overwhelming, desire was often satisfied through 
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acts of self-sacrifice and self-denial. Vicinus explains that, "Passion was transferred to a spiritual realm, 

which made it more acceptable, more manageable, and yet also more satisfying" ("Distance" 222). In 

essence, by her self-denial , a girl not only emulated not only the lofty expectations placed upon her by the 

corporate community of the school, but also imitated the sublime qualities which (as is the nature of 

crushes) she naturally perceived in the beloved object of her affection. This continuous process of self

denial could only serve to intensify the girls' affections. Sexual fulfillment of the rave could only corrupt 

those sublime and spiritual aspects which were ennobled or valued by the school, or as Vicinus states 

"genital fulfillment would have meant a failure of self-discipline and, therefore, of self-identity" 

("Distance" 216). 

Raves depended on the confluence of symbolic acts mixed with "public affirmation and secrecy" 

(Vicinus, "Distance" 217). Typical, everyday encounters with a rave (life at the school, the classroom, at 

the house, during games) under typical pretenses held a depth of potential, sub-textual meaning for the 

ravee. Vicinus notes that small, anonymous gestures such as leaving flowers, leaving candy, doing small 

chores, or turning down a loved one' s bed were all ways to demonstrate affection without physical contact, 

but they were also "a means of penetrating the private space of the loved one" ("Distance" 218). Also, girls 

would often discuss "the thrills of being 'gone on ' someone . . . endlessly among peers, adding delicious 

excitement to the routine of the school" (Vicinus, "Distance" 217). By sharing the crush with peers, a 

ravee "could make real impossible fantasies" (Vicinus, "Distance" 217). Brodie's relationship with her 

girls, and in particular with Sandy Stranger, operates within the same parameters as Vicinus' description of 

raves in the early twentieth century. This relationship too ruptures once the boundary between cerebral 

love and sexual love is crossed. 

This confluence of symbolism, public affirmation, and secrecy is clearly seen in Spark's novel. 

The girls ' have a rave for the "thrilling" science teacher, Miss Lockhart. Spark characterizes her as 

everything a typical rave should be: beautiful, smart, athletic, well dressed, and affluent (she even drives a 

sports car). In typical rave fashion, the Brodie girls devise a means to get close to her by spilling ink on 

their blouses. For Rose it is only a ruse to escape boredom, but Sandy and Jenny ink "their blouses at 

discreet intervals of four weeks, so that they could have their arms held by Miss Lockhart" (Spark, Prime 

36). It is surprisingly Miss Lockhart--not Jean Brodie--who secures a marriage with Gordon Lowther, and 
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oddly enough Brodie takes the engagement in stride. The adulation of her girls, however, is an entirely 

different matter. Brodie, sensing the true motive of the ink-spilling, chides "You must be more careful with 

your ink," and adds, " 'Art is greater than science. Art comes first, and then science' "(Spark, Prime 38). 

Jean Brodie is not one to mince words, and the lines of allegiance are clearly drawn: she must be first in 

the line of her girls' devotions. 

As ink spilling and arm holding represent a symbolic means of achieving close contact with a 

rave, so too does the virgin sacrifice. As mentioned earlier, Sandy Stranger's affair with Teddy Lloyd is 

nothing short of a virgin sacrifice, despite Sandy's own, confused motives. Sandy' s main reason for 

sleeping with Teddy Lloyd is that he " interests" her. It is not the man that intrigues her sexually, nor his 

artistic temperament (with its inherent sex appeal). His mind, which obsessively loves Jean Brodie, 

intrigues Sandy. It is Jean Brodie, or the appeal of Jean Brodie, that impels or provokes Sandy sexually. 

And Teddy Lloyd ' s obsession is no more explainable or resolvable than her own. The only thing Sandy 

takes out of this affair is the man ' s religion. Religion is Sandy's salvation, a means of escaping (for a time) 

her obsession with Jean Brodie. Her main motivation, one must concede, is Jean Brodie. 

Other examples of Sandy's rave for Miss Brodie are evident in the fantasy world that she concocts 

as a child, which ultimately aids her in her decisive turn against the object of her obsession. Initially, the 

attraction and preoccupation with all things Brodie is a communal hobby among the little girls. Sandy and 

Jenny are the secret co-chroniclers of "The True Love Story of Jean Brodie" and insert themselves as key 

participants in the fruition of the heroine 's romance. However, as the girls mature and reality begins to 

impinge on fantasy, Sandy's secrets become more and more her own. The burial of Jean Brodie ' s love 

correspondence is the culmination of childhood sexual experience--the sum for Sandy of "the sex-laden 

year" (Spark, Prime 98). At this transitional point of childhood, Sandy discovers sex, or rather the reality 

that Jean Brodie has sex. It is a fact that Sandy considers distasteful, or that at the very least conflicts with 

Brodie 's self-presentation as a sublime woman, unobtainable, above desire--a Roman goddess not tempted 

by common earthly desire. During that year, Sandy discovers that Jean Brodie is not the stuff of novels, 

Dianic myth, or the tragically unrequited Lady of Shalott. She has a sex life, and Sandy's adoration, her 

rave for Jean Brodie, ruptures. 
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A Grim Fairy Tale 

The idea of a sexualized Jean Brodie simultaneously titillates and peeves Sandy. She cross-

examines Monica Douglas's account of Brodie and Teddy Lloyd's liaison in the art room, partly "to prove 

the report true by eliminating the doubts," but also because such a base encounter doesn ' t fit the romantic 

persona that Brodie has taken great pains to present to her girls (Spark, Prime 76). Sandy is incredulous, 

"trying to visualize the scene" that doesn't quite fit (Spark, Prime 77). The whole scenario lacks "due 

feeling," and Sandy resolutely dissolves it to the ridiculous with her repetitive mimicry of Monica's "quick 

get-away" (Spark, Prime 77). After the Teddy Lloyd incident, when Brodie takes to the country because of 

an ailment, the girls become aware of Brodie ' s affair with Gordon Lowther, courtesy of gossip from Miss 

Gaunt and the sisters Kerr. The other girls easily drop one fantasy about Jean Brodie and giddily take up 

another--all but Sandy, who with her keen insight sees beyond the fantasy to reality. Sandy intuitively 

knows that Jean Brodie is having sex; she suspects it is all true. Spark whisks the narrative at this point 

back to the Braid Hills Hotel , revealing which of Jean Brodie's girls has betrayed her. But Spark only 

solves one mystery in order to create another: 

"My love for Teddy was an obsession, he was the love of my prime. 
But in the autumn of nineteen-thirty-one I entered an affair with 
Gordon Lowther, he was a bachelor and it was more becoming. That is 
the truth and there is no more to say. Are you listening, Sandy?" 

"Yes, I'm listening." 

"You look as if you were thinking of something else, my dear. Well as 
I say, that is the whole story." Sandy was thinking of something else. 
She was thinking that it was not the whole story. (Spark, Prime 88). 

What then, for Sandy, is the whole story? Prior critics have suggested to Brodie's lack of 

morality, her egotism, her fascist inclinations, and her perverse vicarious link to Rose's blooming sexuality 

as causes of betrayal--the rest of the story. But none have pointed to Sandy's ruptured fantasies about Jean 

Brodie, a line of literary investigation that (given the novel's historical background) follows as naturally 

and more simply than the other motives often discussed. 
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Sandy soon devises new fantasies to combat the reality of the old ones. Jenny's shocking (and 

somewhat comical) victimization by a flasher becomes the pinnacle of the girls' "sex-laden" year. The 

girls' first opportunity to examine, or rather discuss at length, the logistics or reality of a man's sex organs 

is quickly rebuffed by Sandy's analyses. She classifies the incident under "two headings," the man himself, 

a topic "quickly exhausted," and the policewoman, a topic Sandy finds "inexhaustible" (99). 

The incident itself, as well as Jenny's account of the policewoman and the interview, only give 

"rise to an extremely nasty feeling in Sandy and it...[puts] her off the idea of sex for months" (Spark, 

Prime 100): The policewoman (her name, rank, and even the sound of her voice) all became key elements 

in Sandy's fantasy life, however. Jean Brodie becomes the enemy, while Sgt. Anne Grey, with the aid of 

her trusty side-kick Sandy Stranger, dedicate themselves "to eliminate sex from Edinburgh and environs" 

(Spark, Prime 101). Sandy's fantasy about Sgt. Anne Grey shows an animosity and vigilante rebellion 

against sex in general. Sex, in relation with the phallus, is "nasty," or worse, "nesty," and the ultimate evil, 

the dire consequence, is that the participant may be found to be "in a certain condition" (101). 

On a smaller, more personal, scale, the policewoman fantasy sets up and justifies Sandy's 

inevitable betrayal of Jean Brodie. Sandy's perception of sex is that it is criminal, out of step morally with 

the dedication that Jean Brodie supposedly offers her girls and expects from them in return. Brodie's 

liaison with the singing-master and her kissing Teddy Lloyd are the equivalent of a broken vow, an 

heretical act in a tradition founded by the girl's school system and perpetuated by Brodie as high priestess 

of this tradition. On some emotional or spiritual level, Brodie has spurned the adulation of her girls, her 

supposed one true love. Sandy Stranger feels especially spurned. Yet, it is a confusion of emotions and of 

broken loyalties that Sandy cannot quite name or succinctly put her fmger on. This confusion is evident by 

her telling Jenny not to confide in Brodie the specific details about the man by the Water of Leith. Sandy is 

unable to "be specific" about why Brodie should be cut out of the girls' confidence, except that her reasons 

have something to do with "an unfmished quality about Miss Brodie and her holiday at Cramond, and her 

sending Rose to Mr. Lloyd" (I 04). 

This is when Sandy 's loyalty breaks down. Once the distance and secrecy arise between Brodie 

and the girls (specifically between Sandy and herself), the relationship breaks. One can mark this 

progression in the novel, once Brodie' s plans for Rose and Sandy turn away from theory and game. She in 
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effect bridges the distance that Vicious suggests is essential in maintaining the platonic love relationship 

between teacher and student, rave and ravee. Once bridged, " inequality" between rave and ravee is lost. 

The end result, Vicious states, is the loss of authority and "loss of spiritual leadership" by the teacher or 

rave ("Distance" 223). The hero is no longer perceived as heroic. The unobtainable is obtained and the 

very fuel of the relationship dynamic snuffed out by the woman who is in a position of power. Her 

supremacy becomes decimated by her inability to maintain the gap of inequality, or her inability to limit 

her own physical desires. Sandy's cryptic reply to Brodie's letter on her betrayal affirms the notion that, by 

her (Brodie.' s) actions, Jean Brodie has transgressed severely enough to warrant Sandy's actions: "If you 

did not betray us it is impossible that you could have been betrayed by us" (185). Sandy's response curtly 

leaves it open for Brodie to answer her own question; the truth is (at least for Sandy) that Miss Brodie has 

betrayed her. Perhaps "the word betrayed does not apply." Possibly "breach of promise" would be more 

appropriate, or at least charges of false advertising. 

It would be inaccurate to define Jean Brodie and Sandy Stranger's relationship as lesbian. Instead, 

Spark leaves the particulars of both characters ' sexual preference in ambiguity. The result is a relationship 

shaded as a lesbian fairy tale - an almost universally identifiable paradigm of teacher and student - as 

lovers. The relationship must be related back to Sandy's distorted adolescent perspective. Sandy flings the 

label "unconscious lesbian" with the same vehemence and equivocation as other words that she regards as 

pejorative: "Providence," "The God of Calvin," and "Fascist." From Sandy's perspective, lesbian is the 

absolute worst thing to be. It is the last insult she makes toward Brodie mentally, her summation about the 

woman whom she simultaneously loves, hates, and thinks of (when in a fonder, more sentimental mood) as 

silly. This, however, is merely a case of the pot calling the kettle black, as there are many indications that 

Sandy harbors same-sex desire. One can mark her tendencies in the numerous fantasies that are not about 

Jean Brodie directly. Instead, these fantasies reveal an ambiguity of sexuality and gender confusion that 

Sandy experiences throughout her adolescence. 

Sandy's imaginary encounter with The Lady of Shalott (when Brodie recites Tennyson) is the first 

clear indication that Sandy has a rave for Miss Brodie. The Lady of Shalott is the perfect confidant for 

Sandy because she represents the perceptions of romance, tragedy, and unrequited love in adolescent 

popular imagination. As the Lady is doomed by her own unrequited love for Sir Lancelot, she laments to 
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Sandy "that one so young and beautiful should be so ill-fated in love!" (Spark, Prime 33). The passage also 

indicates the confusion and naivete Sandy experiences while confronting her emotions. Sandy's 

imagination, that arena whereby she processes everything, is talking back to her and Sandy's reaction is 

immediately apprehensive. " 'What can be the meaning of these words?' cried Sandy in alarm, with her 

little eyes screwed on Miss Brodie and her lips shut tight" (Spark, Prime 33). Sandy isn't thinking of the 

meaning of the poem. She is alarmed by the Lady of Shalott's message and its implications. Crushes that 

eight-year olds have for their teachers are perfectly normal, but for Sandy there is instinctive alarm . 

Another passage that illustrates Sandy's growing sexual confusion is the journey through 

Edinburgh. As diversion during the walk, Sandy once again immerses herself in her imagination. She sees 

herself as Davie Balfour, the young protagonist in Robert Louis Stevenson's Kidnapped, who seeks to 

claim his birthright. She supplants Balfour as comrade and equal to the dashing Alan Breck, lacking 

" 'nothing in courage that any King's man might possess'" (Spark, Prime 45). Later in the trip, after 

reducing Mary MacGregor to tears, she becomes "a married lady having an argument with her husband" 

(Spark, Prime 46). Then, as the little girls follow Miss Brodie through the slums of Old Town, they 

observe a scuffle in the street. Sandy could swear that the small woman with "close-cropped hair" and "big 

mouth" tells a man who is beating another woman over the head ''I'll be your man" (Spark, Prime 50). The 

incident would be insignificant except that the external narrative voice points out that the incident has stuck 

with Sandy: "From time to time throughout her life Sandy pondered this, for she was certain that the little 

woman ' s words were ' I'll be your man,' not ' I'll be your woman,' and it was never explained" (Spark, 

Prime 50). 

It becomes apparent that Sandy, like Jean Brodie, has some "unfinished" quality about her 

character, something indistinct but having something to do with her fantasies--and in particular, the manner 

in which she fantasizes and whom she fantasizes about. It also has something to do with this childhood 

anecdote, its mystery, and her ignorance of existence in Edinburgh outside her immediate sphere--her lack 

of useful real experience. The small, short-haired woman with the big mouth , the question of androgyny, 

or how a woman could be a man ' s man are riddles that do not merely perplex her in childhood, but 

confound her and intrigue her throughout her life. In her fantasies, heterosexual sex sullies and spoils 

Sandy' s preferred way of living and thinking. Fantasies about beautiful dancers, tragic ladies in waiting, 
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and "very thrilling" smartly dressed woman police officers are preferable. The prospect of fighting by Alan 

Breck's side as a comrade is more desirable than the prospect of being his lover. 
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Sexuality and Conversion 

In light of Sandy's ambiguous sexuality, at this point it is relevant to discuss her conversion. 

Allan Massie cites a pattern of action and consequential conversion in two of Spark' s novels, The Prime of 

Miss Jean Brodie and The Girls of Slender Means, ultimately suggesting that the remainder of Sandy' s life 

is spent as penance for her act of betrayal (Massie 51). Sandy's conversion, for Laffm, is driven by the 

same elect morality that motivates Jean Brodie: "Sandy Stranger is in the long line of moral blackmailers 

to be found in Muriel Spark 's novels, whose motives on close examination turn out to be very private and 

essentially malicious" (Laffin 215). Sandy's conversion is an act born out of malice but not one of spiritual 

intent or calling, or so Laffin suggests. 

Other critics read the novel allegorically, as a tale told by Spark to open up moral discourse, 

surveyed from her Catholic view: "the novels continue to investigate the moral nature of man--and the 

inevitable conclusion that simplistic value judgments are not only inadequate but dangerous" (Richmond 

71). Critics such as Velma Bourgeois Richmond and Phyllis Grosskuth note that Spark' s conversion and 

the role that Catholicism plays in her novels are not coincidental--especially in light of the fact that her 

conversion coincided with "her career as a writer of fiction" (Richmond 71 ). 

If Catholicism is inextricably connected with Spark 's fictive world, then she may offer it here as 

an alternative to the Calvinist dead-end. The question of Sandy's conversion is not as central to Spark's 

novel as the issue of Sandy' s betrayal. Conversion is a reasonable escape both from Brodie' s influence and 

from Sandy' s own ambiguous sexuality. Nor is Sandy's conversion a " long secret penance for that act of 

betrayal" (Massie 51). If Sandy feels guilt, then it is a guilt equivalent to Judas lscariot's guilt-induced 

suicide before the temple. For Sandy, Brodie is the Christ figure , the bearer of a so-called perfect love but 

also the bearer of bad news. Her influence confuses Sandy's sexuality. Brodie has left a mark upon 

Sandy's head and it is a mark unlike any other spiritual gift imparted to any of the other girls. Sandy is the 

girl "with a mind" and with " insight." She is both beloved John and betrayer Judas. Sandy's betrayal is 

not due to Brodie's "excessive Jack of guilt" about her own sexuality, as Laffin suggests (220). The cause 
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goes much deeper. Brodie's "renunciation" of familial and erotic love in favor of her set of disciples is 

"real... in a way" (Spark, Prime 178). She transgresses the line of physical intimacy on one level with 

Gordon Lowther and Teddy Lloyd but to a greater degree with Sandy Stranger. 

As an adolescent Sandy cements her confused attitudes towards sex and men: "she quite deserted 

Alan Breck and Mr. Rochester and all the heroes of fiction for the summer term, and fell in love with the 

unseen policewoman who had questioned Jenny" (Spark, Prime 99). There exists the possibility that the 

affair with Teddy Lloyd is intended to make Brodie jealous; if so, to some extent, Sandy succeeds: 

'"Interests you, forsooth ,' said Miss Brodie. 'A girl with a mind, a girl with insight. He is a Roman 

Catholic and I don ' t see how you can have to do with a man who can ' t think for himself" (Spark, Prime 

180). Why then, one finds oneself asking, does Sandy ultimately seek refuge in a Catholic convent? As 

suggested here and as Karl Malkoff argues, Sandy "hits upon the homosexual implications of Brodie's 

vicarious affair, though she finds this knowledge of little use--Sandy may be sexually motivated in her 

moral repudiation" (Malkoff 35). Malkoff nearly gets it right, as Sandy does find a use for Teddy Lloyd's 

faith--a private revelation about herself. She (Sandy) is of Jean Brodie's "stamp and cut" (Spark, Prime 

143). It is this knowledge behind the innuendo, so carefully tip-toed ·around by the author, that drives 

Sandy' s actions. Sandy's repudiation protects her from the truth about her own sexuality, but it also offers 

an outlet for self-contempt--she can direct it toward Jean Brodie. 

Other lesbians have found refuge and spiritual solace within the Catholic religion. In "What's a 

Nice Lesbian Like You Doing in the Church of Torquemada? Radclyffe Hall and Other Catholic 

Converts," Joanne Glasgow discusses such writers as Hall, Renee Vivien, Alice B. Toklas, and Una 

Troubridge, who were attracted to Catholicism early in this century. Glasgow notes that the most popular 

and accessible form of catechism available to these women was "the English ' penny catechism' (Toklas 

355), a catechism based on Bishop Richard Challoner' s eighteenth century An Abridgement of Christian 

Doctrine" (Glasgow 243). Discussion of homosexuality in this catechism was "directed at males," and 

Glasgow further states that sex as defined in these booklets " required ejaculation by a penis" in Catholic 

teaching (Glasgow 242-243). Because of this, Glasgow asserts, "lesbianism did not exist as a Catholic 

reality" (242). A woman like Radclyffe Hall (with a stern Protestant upbringing) could draw the 
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conclusion that "her lesbianism was not anti-Catholic or anti-Christian. It was simply a part of her God

given nature" (Glasgow 247). 

It is doubtful, however, that a woman as discerning as Muriel Spark would have found an ounce of 

religious conviction in the penny catechism. In her autobiography, Spark states that in 1953, her study of 

the writings of Cardinal Newman brought her to the Catholic Church: "I can only say that the answer is 

both too easy and too difficult. The simple explanation is that I felt the Roman Catholic faith corresponded 

to what I had always felt and known and believed" (Curriculum 202). The cause, effect, and justification 

isn't something easily summed up in a tidy little paragraph: " it was not a thing one could propound 

' between the soup and the fish' at a dinner party, ' Let them be to the trouble that I have been to,' " she 

says, quoting Newman (Spark, Curriculum 202). Conversion cannot be taken lightly in this novel. 

Is Sandy compelled to convert as a result of Brodie ' s terrible influence, or is conversion a device 

of salvation from her true self? If Brodie is at the center of Sandy's conversion, then Brodie's moral decay 

(ever-evolving as Sandy grows up) galvanizes Sandy's resolve to convert. Once upon a time, Brodie was a 

demigod intimating ancient, sacred knowledge: beauty and truth above religion and science, tales of 

legendary love above factual history. Only as an adult can Sandy fully see the woman in the context of her 

hypocrisy. The perfection and tragedy of Miss Brodie 's love for Hugh Carruthers as described to the little 

girls is juxtaposed with her ridiculous affair several years later with Gordon Lowther. Sandy' s fantasy of 

Brodie' s diana-like chastity is made moot by evidence of her night gown under Lowther's pillow: Sandy 

realizes that Brodie actually has sex. Likewise, all of Miss Brodie' s proposed passions prove impotent 

because ultimately all of her romantic plans are for Sandy and Rose. Lastly, Sandy also realizes, that for all 

the woman ' s assumed Edinburgh propriety, Miss Brodie is snubbed by such "real" Edinburghers as the 

Kerrs and Miss McKay. Spark carefully places her as an heretical figure outside the Calvinist theocracy of 

Edinburgh. Her pride and self-determined morality exist counter to "those many who had stalked past Miss 

Brodie in the corridors saying 'good morning' with predestination in their smiles" (Spark, Prime 111). 

Calvinism, at its core, is something Sandy does not accept, either. It is a state of mind and social 

construct, for example, part of the fabric of Edinburgh, that Sandy has never felt akin to, and in this regard 

Sandy and Brodie are alike; they are strangers or outsiders to the Edinburgh existence. Sandy "desired this 

birthright; something definite to reject" (Spark, Prime 159). Sandy tags Calvinism as the religion with a 
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"nasty surprise." Its doctrine pre-supposes damnation for the majority regardless of a life lived in piety, 

salvation regardless of a life lived in sin. Sandy rebels against this elitism and hypocrisy. Obviously Jean 

Brodie's character makes her a ready target for Sandy's wrath. As an alternative, Catholicism emphasizes 

that through faith and sacraments (spiritual stepping-stones), one can at least work toward salvation . For 

Sandy, rejecting predestination, Catholicism offers a more appealing proposition. 

In the narrative, however, Sandy seems to be rebelling against Miss Brodie's hypocrisy, too. If 

she truly lives her life for her girls, then she doesn't need Gordon Lowther or Teddy Lloyd. If she truly 

loves these men, then she shouldn't exploit Rose or Sandy in her pursuit of a vicarious romance. If she 

truly is the epic, chaste heroine of the girls' tiny world, a high priestess of feminine perfection, a genuine 

New Woman, then she doesn't need sex. For Sandy, Miss Brodie's hypocrisy constitutes betrayal. By her 

conversion Sandy replaces Miss Brodie as his priestess. 

Catholicism is a solution for Sandy, a religion that despite her own self-knowledge she can take 

part in, practice, and belong to. If in her heart of hearts Sandy deeply questions the true nature of her 

sexuality, then clearly by the very nature of Calvinist doctrine she perceives her own damnation 

telegraphed from the frontier. Clearly, innate feelings of homosexuality could not foster such "an 

erroneous sense of joy and salvation" (Spark, Prime 159). Instead, if one' s salvation is predestined, 

homosexual feelings must be an obvious clue to the certainty of one's end. In other words, Sandy feels 

marked or tainted, like Cain in the Old Testament. If homosexuality truly stains one's spirit, then Sandy 

sees it as an obstacle in the path of her salvation, something that banishes her from God's elect (at least in 

the Calvinist view). By contrast, Catholicism provides a way out, an acceptance of forgiveness of sin or 

imperfection as human nature or part of the human spiritual condition. As Glasgow points out, lesbianism 

and homosexuality are neither "anti-Catholic nor anti-Christian" (247). 
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In Memoriam 

I would like to complete my discussion by examining events and characters from the novel that 

have a direct correlation to events in Spark's memoir, Curriculum Vitae. The novel is closely tied to the 

author, not just vaguely inspired by Spark's childhood memories. Each character has a direct correlation 

with Spark's schoolgirl experience, and many events in the novel actually took place, though they take on a 

different significance in the novel. 

In the novel, Sandy Stranger has two significant friendships outside her relationship with Jean 

Brodie - with Jenny Gray and Rose Stanley. Muriel Spark also had two friends growing up: Daphne 

Porter and Frances Niven. Spark recalls that Daphne Porter "was concentrating on something else, like 

making a daisy-chain, while she informed me what ' the gentleman' did to 'the lady'" (Spark, Curriculum 

55). When Porter dies, Spark explains that "for a while I had no chum, but soon I found another best 

friend, Frances Niven .... We were both deeply interested in poetry and imaginative writing of all kinds" 

(Spark, Curriculum 56). Spark refers to both girls and their "very pretty looks," which mirrors her 

descriptions of the fictional Jenny and Rose. Spark's memories of teas with Daphne Porter and her 

imaginative endeavors with Frances Niven seem to have inspired similar scenes in her novel. 

There are similarities with some of Muriel Spark 's teachers as well. Most obviously, after 

Christina Kay, there is Muriel's art teacher Arthur Couling, probable inspiration for Teddy Lloyd: "We 

had such a 'pash' on Coolie ... that we would walk up and down the street, quite unnecessarily, in hope of 

catching sight of him" (Spark, Curriculum 71 ). She oddly notes that at a school dance Coolie spent the 

whole evening talking to one of his favorite girls about " ' Cosmetics' " (Spark, Curriculum 71 ). Other 

teachers who seem to have inspired Spark's characters are Margaret Napier, her math and science teacher, 

and Miss Anderson, her gym teacher--the amalgamated basis for Miss Lockhart. The Kerr sisters had 

counterparts in the Misses Kirkwood and Lynn, who, Spark explains, "both had pretty hands, which I much 

admired, but no style at all" (Spark, Curriculum 75). Miss Christina Kay appears as the exact prototype of 

Jean Brodie, or as Frances Niven (now Frances Cowell) wrote to Muriel Spark, "Surely 75% is Miss 
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Kay? .. . She it was who took us both (who were especial favourites of hers-?-part of the as yet unborn 

Brodie Set) to see Pavlova 's last performance at the Empire Theatre. Who took us for afternoon teas at 

McVities" (Spark, Curriculum 58). There are defmite similarities in habits and taste. Like Jean Brodie, 

Christina Kay admired II Duce' 's efficiency, preferred Professor Tovey's concerts to church on Sunday, 

and had a passionate love of art. Numerous recollections of Christina Kay ' s many orations (on a wide 

variety of subjects) read like excerpts from the novel: "Citron means lemon, it is yellow with a sixteenth or 

so of blue. One would wear a citron beret in Paris with a grey suit" (Spark, Curriculum 60). 

Yet, morally Jean Brodie and Christina Kay are worlds apart. Spark explains, "She was a devout 

Christian, deeply versed in the Bible. There could have been no question of a love-affair with the art 

master, or a sex-affair with the singing master, as in Miss Brodie 's life" (Curriculum 57). On the other 

hand, Christina Kay crosses (if moderately) the set boundaries of the student/teacher relationship as 

described previously here in discussion on Vicious 's rave/ravee relationship. There was, above and 

beyond, the everyday activities of school, an influence outside the classroom. Spark says that Miss Kay 

indeed had her "favourites" (Curriculum 64). Muriel and Frances Niven were two in particular that Kay 

would take to concerts or the theatre or a film , "paying out of her own pocket" (Spark, Curriculum 64). 

Like Jean Brodie, Christina Kay continued her friendships with her girls, and in particular Muriel , 

even after the girls moved on to the senior school. After winning an Edinburgh poetry competition, Spark 

recalls, "Miss Kay paid us a visit in the upper school with a press cutting in her hand ... she held up the 

photograph to the class, 'You can see the sensitivity in that line of Muriel's arm. ' " (Curriculum 68). 

Christina Kay foretold Muriel's future (with greater success than her fictional counterpart): "Miss Kay 

predicted my future as a writer in the most emphatic terms. I felt I had hardly much choice in the matter" 

(Curriculum 66). In Christina Kay, Muriel found an advocate and a kindred spirit--not merely an academic 

mentor, but a dear friend to animate the more creative aspects of her being. It was a relationship that, even 

at a young age, must have given Spark a sense of creative autonomy. She remembers that "I was always 

discovering new poems for Miss Kay to read. 'Have you read this? Look at that,' I would say" (Spark, 

Curriculum 64). 

However, as Vicious notes, the student eventually evolves beyond the confmes of such a 

relationship. Christina Kay had outlived her purpose once Muriel Spark came of age. Spark recalls a 
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farewell tea with Christina Kay that takes on the same dismal pall of Sandy and Jean Brodie's final 

encounter in the novel. Muriel, at the time about to embark for Africa and marriage, remembers that 

"Frances, too, was soon to get married. I felt that Miss Kay was looking at me sometimes with a strange 

sadness. I felt she wished I were not going" (Spark, Curriculum 117). Granted, one must make allowances 

for a certain degree of sentimentality, nostalgia, and one-sided perspective of an autobiography, but it is 

interesting to note that Spark chooses to close that chapter of her life with the final meeting with Christina 

Kay. Despite all other people or factors that influence childhood, Christina Kay is the figure who most 

stands out from the rest of her youth. 

Spark's autobiography describes the nature of her friendships with men and women, as well as her 

marriage to Sydney Oswald Spark, which is explained away: " I was attracted to a man who bought me 

bunches of flowers when I had flu" (Spark, Curriculum 116). Eventually, because of Spark ' s violent 

temperament, the marriage ended. Spark notes that "We had no marital life after the birth of my son" 

(Curriculum 128). Of her other relationships with men, only two stand out as "romantic." The first, 

Howard Sergeant, was an accountant and poet whom Spark describes as "fairly manly" but also as 

"extremely jealous." Spark adds that "he disliked what he called my 'liking for male company' " 

(Curriculum 180). Spark contrasts this relationship with her "friendship" and literary partnership with 

Derek Stanford, a critic and poet. Stanford was decidedly not the jealous type, which Spark appreciates as 

a "civilized" attitude (Curriculum 187). In turn, Spark explains, " I didn ' t take any notice, and rightly, 

when Derek wrote to tell me about his previous sexual hang-ups 'with men and women' " (Curriculum 

187). Compared to Sydney Oswald Spark, Howard Sergeant Stanford is portrayed as "eccentric" and 

"frail" (Spark, Curriculum 187). She also notes that while her mother enjoyed Stanford as a "character," 

her father was relieved when the "friendship" fmally dissipated (Spark, Curriculum 187). Other than 

numerous male fr iends, some of professional acquaintance, Spark mentions no other significant romantic 

relationships with men. 

There are no remarkable details about Spark's friendships with women, but there does appear to be 

a level of confidence and comfort that Spark never achieves with men (unless on an intellectual or literary 

basis). For Spark, her female friends are confidants, companions, or romantic figures . Upon the 

dissolution of her marriage to Sydney Spark, Muriel and her son shared a house with a young woman, May 
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Heygate. In a flat shared with their two nannies and two children, they both weathered their respective 

losses together, Muriel her divorce and May Heygate the death of her husband in the war. Although both 

women were young and had opportunities to date men, Spark explains that, "The truth was that neither May 

nor I was ready for love affairs; there was a cloud of sadness over both our lives" (Curriculum 134). Spark 

also established a friendship of sorts with her son's nanny, Esther, a native of Rhodesia, and even after 

leaving Spark's employ, Spark remembers that Esther "unexpectedly turned up at the station to see me off. 

We were sad to leave each other" (Spark, Curriculum 137). 

Later in life, when Spark was about thirty-eight and in the early stages of literary success, she 

rented rooms from an Irish widow, Tiny Lazarri. Spark writes: "I stayed with Tiny for years and years. 

She was about sixty. Right from the start, Tiny took me under her wing, encouraged me in my literary 

work, discouraged the hangers-on ('You're a bad picker' was her judgement of my choice of men- friends 

-how true!)" (Curriculum 209). The two became close friends . Lazarri took Spark "home" to Cork when 

Spark was depressed. And Spark later reciprocated on the spur of the moment: "I found Tiny heaving a 

scuttleful of coal for her fire from the cellar, and noticed how tired she looked, I said, 'Tiny, let's go to 

Paris tomorrow.' Tiny put down her coal. 'Okay,' she said" (Curriculum 209). Despite Spark's literary 

and financial success, she confides that "nothing would part me from Tiny Lazzari and my rooms at 13 

Baldwin Crescent" (Curriculum 213). And Lazzari, it seems, was equally devoted to her friend . Spark 

reprints one of Lazzari's letters verbatim (written on the occurrence of her son's death). Despite her own 

grief, Lazzari opens, "At last I have got the courage to break the news to you, I didn ' t want to write until 

you finished your novel." She closes "Well darling I miss you very much and 1 do hope everything goes 

well for you I am always thinking of you and wondering if you sleep and eate plenty do look after you self 

I just feel I am going to hear something very good about you God bless you All my love Tiny 

(Curriculum 212). 

While Spark enjoyed the nurture of female companionship, it is also clear that in at least one other 

relationship she is moved by feminine beauty. The most intriguing of her female acquaintances is a woman 

named Marcel Quenell. Spark describes her encounter with Quenell as "the oddest relationship I had ever 

known" (Curriculum 157). Quenell was both a housemate and co-worker with Spark in the Foreign 

Office's Political Intelligence service, where both worked under Sefton Delmer during World War II. 
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Spark remembers Quenell as ultimately tragic--a Belgian, she was referred to as a" ' Bossy foreigner' " by 

her other housemates and was probably regarded as an outsider. Even Spark admits that "I thought, 

privately, that she was rather a security risk" (Curriculum 158-59). What is remarkable, however, is the 

strong impression that Quenell made on Spark, and to some extent, the degree of sympathy she evoked. 

Spark describes her as having "moods of grandeur which rather alarmed me" (Curriculum 158). Both 

women were divorced. Spark recalls that when the housekeeper of their quarters commented on Quenell' s 

having been "dragged through the divorce courts," she was quick to respond "that I, too, was divorced; 

there had been no dragging. But the housekeeper seemed not to hear what I said. She had it in for 

Marcelle only" (Curriculum I 58). Despite her aloofness, Quenell was capable of gestures of kindness: 

I told her once on an impulse that I was sorry for her, and I meant it 
sincerely .... A little while later, with a nice expression on her face, she 
brought me a bar of French soap. (Soap was tightly rationed and good 
soap unobtainable.) I remember her standing in the doorway of my 
room on that occasion. 'Goodness,' I said spontaneously. 'You look 
like Mary Queen of Scots.' (Curriculum 158) 

Spark's recollection sounds like a passage of her novel where she is describing that same romantic/tragic 

quality of Jean Brodie. It is as if Spark echoes that sense or quality of feminine beauty in one ' s prime with 

the notion that such beauty is sadly fleeting and unsustainable. Marcelle Quenell soon took her own life, 

and Spark's final notes on her are touching: 

She was already, when I met her, on the other side of some invisible 
barrier which only a stray word of sympathy or a tablet of rare French 
scented soap could, for a moment, pass over. Was her despair due to 
drugs? Drink? Men? Or merely the brittle condition of being Marcelle 
that pushed her to that last extremity? I have never forgotten, I cannot 
forget her. (Curriculum I 60) 

In contrast to Lillian Faderrnan ' s dramatic revelations about Emily Dickinson and her letters to 

Sue Gilbert, there is no stark revelation about Muriel Spark's sexuality, or at least she is not going to give 

away any secrets in her autobiography. If there exist any further clues to Spark's attitudes about sex it 

might be in her "vast archive" of personal papers of every sort that she keeps in her possession. Even 

letters that she wrote to Derek Stanford, sold later by Stanford to a dealer, were as Spark puts it "fluent, 

affectionate, sexless" (Spark, Curriculum 188). The only material that exists outside of her own papers are 

collections of poems and manuscripts as well as possibly two childhood notebooks, which Spark believes 

to have been stolen by the American dealer, Lew D. Feldman . In any case, it might well be said that 
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Spark's definition of "sex" or "sexiness" is a bit removed from today's definition. (Her description of a co

worker at William Small & Sons [one of her first jobs] goes as follows: "Miss Ritchie, though the eldest by 

at least ten years, well over forty, was by far the most sexy. In fact, she was rather vulgar and told dirty 

jokes. For that alone, I fairly despised her, and was merely astonished at the abnegation of all femininity in 

the other three [coworkers]" [Spark, Curriculum 109). For Spark, the words sex, sexy, or sexless can be 

quite general, unspecific, and catch-all in meaning. Sex can refer to someone's appearance or be 

descriptive of one's general personality. 

What can be determined, however, is that if Spark has any attitudes about homosexuality they are 

probably tolerant given her close friendship with Derek Stanford. Spark's attitude about sexual preference 

leans towards acceptance, a Catholic view that some things are God given. The idea that Miss Brodie was 

"unconsciously lesbian" falls in line with the statement "Derek had his sexual hang-ups with men and 

women." There is no censure in these statements: such things are a matter of fact, or rather, one's God

given nature. It would be unfair, then, to assume that lesbianism is some cheap plot device used to "spice 

up" the narrative in The Prime Of Miss Jean Brodie. If we are to do as Vicinus suggests and read in a way 

sensitive to the unspoken or the subtle, such reasoning and examination is pertinent to Spark's novel, given 

the novel's same-sex environment, its historical context, and the personal point of reference of the author. 

If "romantic friendship," by definition, falls within the lesbian spectrum, and if one concedes that 

the great affection shown to Muriel Spark by Miss Christina Kay qualifies as such a friendship, then it 

follows that Spark's novel and the specific relationship within the novel between Jean Brodie and Sandy 

Stranger fall within this spectrum. Such a relationship is not merely or by necessity sexual; it may be a 

love that grows out of intellectual nurture and spiritual fellowship, secular or religious. This sort of love 

binds Jean Brodie, Sandy Stranger, Christina Kay, and Muriel Spark are adherents to this tradition. 

As scholars like Vicinus and Faderman note, such a love need not fmd physical expression. 

Expression may be largely symbolic, seen in the smallest gesture or on a larger scale. If Orlando was 

Virginia Woolfs love letter to Vita Sackville-West, then the same could be said of Spark's novel, 

especially when studied within the context of where and when the novel takes place and of Spark's own 

account in her memoir of Miss Christina Kay. One need not make excuses, ignore, or over-theorize 
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evidence of same-sex desire within Spark' s novel. It is there, offered by the author for examination, seen in 

all the complexities of childhood development: from sexual maturation to a woman ' s prime. 
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